Study of hydrodynamics in microcarrier culture spinner vessels: A particle tracking velocimetry approach.
Three-dimensional particle tracking velocimetry (3-D PTV), a modern, quantitative, visualization tool, has been applied to the characterization of the flow field in the impeller region of cell culture reactor vessels. The experimental system used here is a 250-mL microcarrier spinner vessel. The studies were conducted at three different agitation rates, 90, 150, and 210 rpm, corresponding to healthy, mildly damaging, and severely damaging shear intensities, respectively. The flow can be classified into three regions: a predominantly tangential (azimuthal) flow generated by the impeller; a trailing vortex region coming off the impeller tip; and a converging flow region close to the center of the vessel. The latter two are the regions of highest velocity gradients. Energy dissipation rates due to mean velocity gradients were also calculated to characterize the impeller stream. Local specific energy dissipation rates > 10,000 erg/(cm(3)sec) . have been measured. It is proposed that the critical regions for microcarrier culture damage due to impeller hydrodynamics are the trailing vortex region and the high energy converging flow region. Graphical representation of the mean velocity flow fields and the distribution of energy dissipation rates in the impeller region are also presented here. The merits of using the dissipation function (measure of specific energy dissipation rate) as a possible scale-up parameter are also discussed. (c) 1996 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.